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ABSTRACT: To solve reliability-based robust design optimization (RBRDO) problem in engineering practice, it
requires repeated performance of actual complex computation-intensive model simulation within the nesting
optimization. In order to improve the computation efficiency, this paper presents an improved formulation of the
RBRDO, based on which the RBRDO problem is transformed into approximate sequential sub-optimization
problems (ASSOP).In the outer optimization, a fast method to calculate the performance-measure-approach (PMA)
functions in ASSOP is introduced, which only needs adaptive limited computation number of the actual simulation
models. In the inner optimization, the PMAs in each sub-optimization problem are further expressed as the explicit
functions of design vectors, which make each sub-optimization problem deterministic and accelerate the
computation speed without performing the actual complex computation-intensive model simulation. Numerical
examples shows that the above method is quite efficient since it can effectively reduce the computation number of
the actual simulation model and the method itself is applicable to integrate into the existing commercial software
such as finite element software. Hence, the method presented in this paper is of high application value to solve
complex RBRDO problems in engineering practice.
KEYWORDS: Reliability-Based robust design optimization; Performance measure approach; Trust region; Kriging
model.
INTRODUCTION
In engineering practice, the performance of structure varies and fluctuates due to uncertainties in design conditions.
Some of them, such as loading, material properties, operating conditions and etc., are uncontrollable by the designer.
The other uncertainties are controllable, the typical example of which is physical dimension of parts caused by
manufacturing or measurement errors. Therefore, it is reasonable to explore the effect of uncertainties, which poses
the task of robust design of structures with uncertainties.
The purpose of robust design is to make a product or response of a system insensitive to (or robust against) “hard-tocontrol” input parameters (called “noise factors”), by carefully adjusting “easy-to-control” input parameters (called
“design parameters” or “control factors”) [1]. With the development of computational capabilities and the progress
in the optimization techniques, recent years has witnessed a growing research interest in the study of a reliabilitybased robust design optimization (RBRDO) method.
Depending on different aims, treatment of objective function and constraints, various statements of structural
optimization problems under uncertainties have been formulated. Du et al. [2] employed an inverse strategy that
used percentile performance for assessing the robustness of both the objective function and probabilistic constraints.
Aiming at structural systems, Doltsinis and Kang [3-4] proposed a perturbation-based stochastic FE analysis
technique and further integrated it into solving structural robust design problem. Youn et al. [5] used the PMI
approach to estimate the product quality loss in RBRDO problem. Mourelatos and Liang [6] advocated a preference
aggregation method to choose the best solution to a multi-objective optimization problem in robust design
considering the designer's preferences. Lee et al.[7] developed a RBRDO method by using the univariate dimension
reduction method and compared it to the performance moment integration method and the percentile difference
method for accuracy and efficiency. Yadav et al.[8] proposed a model to combine both RDO and RBDO approaches
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in a hybrid quality loss function-based multi-objective optimization model. Rathod et al. [9] presented a comparative
study of different formulation approaches of RBRDO models and their performances and also proposed an
evolutionary multi-objective genetic algorithm (MOGA) to one of the promising hybrid quality loss function-based
RBRDO model. More recently, Shahraki and Noorossana [10] used a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm to
solve the RBRDO problems in which the correlations among multiple objective functions were considered.
Despite the theoretical advances of RBRDO, a serious basic problem of computational obstacles still exists when
treating most real-life engineering problems [11]. Generally, the computation of a single deterministic evaluation for
complex simulation model are already time-consuming, let alone the repeated evaluations in RBRDO. Due to the
difficulty, only a few studies address this issue for RBRDO. Harzheim and Warnecke [12], Gu and Lu [13] and Sun
et al. [14] performed robust optimization of practical engineering designs using a cheap explicit surrogate model
instead of the actual computation-intensive simulation model, and a remarkable reduction in the computational cost
was achieved. But there exists another three problems. Firstly, the appropriate sampling size required for
constructing the approximate surrogate model is difficult to determine. If it is too large, the computation
consumption is too expensive. Otherwise, the accuracy of the constructed surrogate model is compromised.
Secondly, the RBRDO is a typical nesting optimization, in which it necessitates rebuilding the surrogate model in
the inner optimization according to the iterative design vector updated from the outer optimization and therefore the
total evaluation number of the actual simulation model for samples may be considerable. Naturally, they still require
disproportionately big computational effort for practical applications. Thirdly, when carrying out the Monte Carlo
sampling (MCS) method and its variants on the surrogate models, the evaluations of the probabilistic characteristics
(e.g. mean and standard deviation) vary to some degree since they are sensitive to sampling size, and they may make
the optimization solutions unreliable. In this paper, the above problem can be overcomed. First of all, an improved
formulation of the RBRDO is presented. Then the improved RBRDO problem is transformed into approximate
sequential sub-optimization problems (ASSOP).In the outer optimization, a fast method to calculate the
performance-measure-approach (PMA) functions in ASSOP is introduced, which only needs adaptive limited
computation number of the actual simulation models. During this process, the Monte Carlo sample is avoided as
well as the first and the third problem. In the inner optimization, the PMAs in each sub-optimization problem are
further expressed as the explicit functions of design vectors, which make each sub-optimization problem
deterministic and accelerate the computation speed without performing the actual complex computation-intensive
model simulation. In so doing, the second problem is overcomed.
IMPROVED FORMULATION OF THE RBRDO PROBLEM
Consider an engineering design problem stated using the conventional optimization model in Eq. (1):

f (d, X; μ d )

min

s.t:  g j (d, X; μ d )  0

j  1...q

(1)

μ dL  μ d  μ dR , X dL  d  X dR , X L  X  X R
where

t
, i  1 ~ N , j  1 ~ M is the original system performance function. K kri
are constraint functions, also
T

T

called performance functions. d  [d1 ,...dm ] is a vector of the controllable random design variables and X  [ X1,...Xn ]
t
is a vector of the uncontrollable random variables. u MPP is the mean value of the controllable design variables
1
1
u tMPP  u tMPP
/ u tMPP
  1 . The superscripts L and R denote lower and upper bounds of interval, respectively.

d and X are treated as random variables in the inner optimization, while μ d is treated as the design variable
in the outer optimization. Additionally, both d and X are treated as independent normal variables, which are most
Both

frequently used in engineering applications. For the sake of convenient statement in the following paper, let
z  [d, X] presents the norm random variables, then z L  [ XdL , X L ] and z R  [ XdR , X R ] are the lower and
upper random variation bounds for

z , respectively. Correspondingly, Eq. (1) can be expressed as:
min

f ( z; μ d )

s.t:  g j (z; μ d )  0

j  1...q

μ dL  μ d  μ dR , z L  z  z R
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Apparently,

f and g j in Eq. (3) also have variations within certain interval. Thus, in robust design, the robustness

of a design objective can be achieved by simultaneously minimizing both the mean performance

f

and the

performance variance  , shown as below:
2
f

min [  f ,  f ]

(3)
Generally, the deterministic optimum designs without considering the uncertainty of design variables and random
variables frequently push design constraints to the limit of boundaries and lead objective performance variation to
large fluctuation. In order to stop pushing design constraints to the limit of boundaries, the reliable design indicates
an optimization subjecting to probabilistic bounds on the constraints as [10]:

P{ g j ( z; μ d )  0}  p fj j  1...q

(4)

j
f

where p ( j  1 ...q ) are desired probabilities of constraint failure.
Based on Eq. (3) and (4), the uncertainties in Eq. (1) can be changed as following multi-objective optimization
problem:

[ f , f ]

min

s.t: P{g j (z ; μd )  0}  p fj

(5)

j  1...q

μdL  μ d  μ dR , z L  z  z R

The literature shows that the weighted sum (WS) method is widely used to form a composite objective function for
achieving the trade-off among the performance measures. Hence, Eq. (5) is expressed by the WS method as:

min W  (1   )  f /    f / 
s.t: P{g j (z; μd )  0}  p fj
where the weighting factor

f

  [0,1]

j  1...q

(6)

μdL  μd  μdR , z L  z  z R
is determined by the importance of minimization and robus tness.

are the mean value and standard deviation of

f

and

, i  1 ~ N , j  1 ~ M .  and  are normalization factors of

the two objectives.
Eq. (6) is a nesting optimization. In the outer optimization, the iterative design vector is updated. In the inner
optimization, the probabilistic uncertainties are obtained by an amount of evaluations of the actual simulation model.
Thus, for practical structures, especially for ones with computation-intensive simulation model, the computation cost
caused by the nesting optimization of the actual simulation model is extremely high and generally unacceptable.
When dealing with the probabilistic uncertainty in RBRDO, performance measure approach (PMA) is adopted in
this paper. It judges whether a given design satisfies the probabilistic constraint with a given target reliability index

j

by solving the following optimization problem:

min

G j ( U; μ d )

s.t:

U j

(7)

U is the standard normal random vectors transformed from z by using Rosenblatt transformation[16-17], i.e.
U  T (z ) . For example, if z are normal variables, then z  σ z U  μ z . G j ( U; μ d ) ≡ g j ( z; μ d ) . The optimum

where

point of Eq. (7) is called the most probable point (MPP) and denoted by U *j in U-space.
Figure 1 illustrates the concept of PMA. The MPP is found on the circle of radius
function G j ( U; μ d )

j

for which the constraint

reaches its maximum value. Then the original probabilistic constraint function,

P{ g j ( z ; μ d )  0}  p fj , is replaced by the deterministic function, G j ( U *j ; μ d )  0 .
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The distribution of

,i  1 ~ N, j  1 ~ M

is shown in Figure 2. fp0.5 (i.e.

f

) is the mean value of

, i  1 ~ N , j  1 ~ M , i.e.  f . p1 is a left-tail percentile. p2 is a right-tail percentile and, in general, p1 + p2 =1.
, i  1 ~ N , j  1 ~ M is equal to 3, p1=1-Φ(3)≈0.00135 and p2=1Φ(3) ≈0.99865. It means that the probability of covering the distribution range of , i  1 ~ N , j  1 ~ M is 0.9973,
If the given target reliability index

f

for

i.e. the shaded area in Figure 2.
Then fp1 can be approximated by the optimum result obtained by minimizing the following optimization problem:

min

F ( U; μ d )

s.t:

U f

(8)

where F ( U; μ d ) ≡ f ( z; μ d ) . Suppose the optimum solution is U*p1 , then f p1  F ( U *p1 ; μ d ) . Similarly, fp2 can
be approximated by the optimum result obtained by maximizing the objective function F ( U; μ d ) in Eq. (9).
Suppose the corresponding optimum solution is

U*p 2 , then f p 2  F ( U *p 2 ; μ d ) . Since fp1, fp2 and G j ( U *j ; μ d )

are obtained by PMA, each is called the PMA function, for the sake of convenient statement in the following paper.

Figure 1. Concept of performance measure approach.

Figure 2.The distribution of f.
There are several advantages of using the percentile performance difference (i.e. fp2- fp1) to replace the conventional
standard deviation  f in Eq. (6) for robustness assessment [2]. But it's not applicable to the case that the
performance function is not monotonic [7]. For example, if f(z) = z 2 and z ~ N(0, 1) and  is 3, then two MPPs
become 1.732 and -1.732. Thus, the percentile performance difference (i.e. fp2- fp1) is 0. Therefore the following
improvement is introduced by considering three characteristic values, i.e. fp0.5, fp1 and fp2.
f

min [  f , max(| f p1   f |,| f p 2   f |)]

(9)

By using the WS method, Eq. (9) is expressed as:

W  (1   )  f /    f / 
where  f is max(| f p1   f |,| f p 2   f |) .
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Through above treatments, the uncertain optimization Eq. (6) can be formulated as:

min

W   f /   (1   )  f / 

s.t: g j (z*j ; μ d )  0

j  1...q

 f  max(| f p1   f |,| f p 2   f |)
f p1  F (U*p1 ; μ d )  f ( z*p1 ; μd )

(11)

f p 2  F (U*p 2 ; μ d )  f ( z*p 2 ; μd )
g j (z*j ; μ d )  G j ( U*j ; μd )
μ dL  μ d  μdR , z L  z  z R
*

*

*

*

*

*

where z j , z p1 , z p 2 are inverse Rosenblatt transformation from U j , U p1 and U p 2 , respectively.
Using penalty function method, Eq. (11) can be formulated to:

min

q

H p  W    max(0,  g j ( z *j ; μ d))
j 1

W   f /   (1   ) f / 
 f  max(| f p1   f |,| f p 2   f |)
f p1  F (U*p1 ; μ d )  f ( z*p1 ; μd )

(12)

f p 2  F (U*p 2 ; μ d )  f ( z*p 2 ; μd )
g j (z *j ; μ d )  G j ( U*j ; μd )
where



μ dL  μd  μdR , z L  z  z R

is a penalty factor which is always specified as a large value.

A conventional and general method to solve Eq. (12) is illustrated in Figure 3. It is still a typical nesting
optimization problem. Apparently, an amount of evaluations of the actual simulation model are carried out when
computing the PMA functions in the inner optimization and such jobs should also be repeated each time when the
design vector μ d is updated in the outer optimization. In realistic engineering applications, the key problem lies in
minimizing the evaluation number of the actual simulation model in the inner optimization from the perspective of
computation consumption. Hence, the above conventional method is inefficient. The presented improved
formulation of the RBRDO can be conveniently solved by the sequential approximate strategy method suggested in
the following paper which can minimize the computation number of the PMA functions in ASSOP. It is of great
significance for the RBRDO method to apply in engineering complex problems.
AN EFFICIENT SEQUENTIAL APPROXIMATE STRATEGY OF RBRDO
An efficient sequential approximate strategy of RBRDO is presented in this section. It mainly
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Figure 3. The flowchart of nesting optimization based on actual simulation model.
contains three key steps. Firstly, formulating local approximate analytical expressions respectively towards the PMA
functions f p1 , f p2 and G j ( U *j ; μ d ) in Eq. (12). Secondly, transforming the RBRDO problem into ASSOP. Finally,
the fast computation method for determining the PMA functions in Eq. (12) is proposed.
Local explicit functions for the PMA function
The computational efficiency of the inner optimization is further increased by replacing the original PMA functions
including f p1 , f p2 and G j ( U *j ; μ d ) with equivalent ones. The objective of this replacement is to reduce the
computational cost using repeated original PMA function estimates with respect to the updated design vector during
the inner optimization. The equivalent PMA functions are represented using approximate functions dependent on the
design vector. Then in the inner optimization the original PMA functions can be replaced by the explicit functions.
Hence, the uncertainty optimization problems can be transformed into deterministic ones, then the computation
number for the actual model in each PMA function can be minimized, which greatly improves the computational
*
efficiency. In fact, the MPP is the implicit function of the design vector. Take f p1 as example. U p1 in

f p1 (  f ( z *p1 ; μ d )  F ( U*p1 ; μ d )) is determined by the design vector μ d . Hence, F ( U *p1 ; μ d ) in nature is the
function only with respect to the design vector c1 . In RBRDO, it 's much more possible to construct a local
approximation around a current optimal design c2 at the kth outer optimization, say

f p1  f (z*p1 ; μ d )  F (U*p1 (μ d ); μ d )  F (U*p1k (μ dk ); μ dk )  a(μ d  μ dk )T
where F ( ) can be computed by the method presented in Section 3.3. Note that U

*
p1

(13)

is deliberately written as the

k

function of μ d in Eq. (13), i.e. U *p1 (μ d ) , and the (μ d ) in U *p1 (μ d ) are ignored in the following paper for the
sake of convenience. Similarly, U *p1k (μ dk ) is also abbreviated as U*p1k in the following paper, whose superscript k
k

denotes that the value of U p1 is computed at μ d . a  [ a1 , a2 ,..., a m ] denotes the constant coefficients, which can
*

be calculated by:
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ai 

f (z*p1 ; μd )



μd μ dk

di

F (U *p1 ;μ d )
di





μ d μ dk

F (U*pk1 ; μd )
U *pk1,i
*k
p1
d
*k
p1,i

U *pk1,i
μd μ dk

F (U ; μ )
U

T ( z
μd μ dk

F (U*pk1 ; μd )
U *pk1,i

 di

(14)
*k
p1,i

)

 di
T ( d *p1,k i )

μd μ dk

 di

where i=1~m. As mentioned before, z  [d, X] . Hence, first m components of z *pk1 ,namely z *pk1,i (i  1 ~ m ) , are
corresponding to the random variable

d . Here z *pk1,i (i  1 ~ m ) are expressed as d *pk1,i (i  1 ~ m ) . If di is a

normal variable, then T ( d *pk1,i ) /  di  1 /  di with the help of Eq. (15).
standard deviation of the ith component of

 di

and

 di

are the mean and

d . F ( U *p1 ; μ d ) / U i can be derived from the Kriging model

described hereafter.

U *pk1,i  T ( z *pk1,i )  T ( d *pk1,i )  ( d *pk1,i   di ) /  di

(15)

In fact, it is impossible to find the real value of the MPP U*pk1 , however, it can be approximated by iterative
~
*k

optimization computation from Eq. (7), which denotes as U p1 . Correspondingly, f p1 in Eq. (13) is approximately
represented as:
~

~

*k
f p1 (μ d )  F ( Up1
( μdk ); μdk )  a( μd  μdk ) T

(16)

~

In this way, f p1 (μ d ) represents the approximate explicit function with respect only to the design vector μ d .
Through above similar treatments, f p2 and g j ( z j ; μ d ) can be formulated as the following approximate analytical
*

expressions:
~

~

*k
f p2 (μ d )  F ( Up2
; μdk )  b( μd  μdk ) T
~

~

g j (μ d )  G j ( U*jk ; μdk )  c( μd  μdk ) T
where

(17)

~

(18)

~

b and c are the constant coefficients. f p2 (μ d ) and g j (μ d ) are also the approximate explicit function

only with respect to the design vector μ d .
Sequential approximate RBRDO
In the optimization process, a sequence of approximate optimizations is constructed. At the kth iterative step, the
approximate optimization for Eq. (12) can be formulated as:
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min

W   f /   (1   )  f / 

s.t:

g j ( z *j ; μ d )  0

j  1...q

 f  max(| f p1 (μ d )   f |,| f p 2 ( μd )   f |)
f p1  F (U*p1 ; μ d )  f ( z*p1 ; μd )
*
p2

(19)

*
p2

f p 2  F ( U ; μ d )  f ( z ; μd )
g j (z *j ; μ d )  G j ( U*j ; μd )
max[μ dL , μdk  δk ]  μd  min[ μdR , μdk  δk ], zL  z  zR
where

 kf , δ k and μ dk are the mean values of f , the trust region radius vector and the current design vector at the
k

kth iterative step, respectively. δ is temporary for each iterative step, and changes with the proceeding of the outer
optimization. By using the local explicit functions for the PMA value suggested in Section 3.3, the following
approximate optimization model for Eq. (19) is given by:
~

~

min

W (μ d )   f /   (1   )  f / 

s.t:

g j (μ d )  0

~

~

~

j  1...q

(20)

~

 f  max(| f p1 (μ d )   f |,| f p 2 ( μd )   f |)
max[μ dL , μdk  δk ]  μd  min[ μdR , μdk  δk ]
~

~

~

where f p1 (μ d ) , f p 2 (μ d ) and g j (μ d ) are approximate explicit representations only with respect to the design
k

vector around a current design μ d , i.e. Eqs. (16)-(18). Correspondingly,  f and W (μ d ) computed by the above
~

~

and W (μ d ) , respectively. Obviously, Eq.(20) is the

approximate PMA functions are also written as  f

deterministic optimization and it can be further changed as the following penal format like Eq. (12):
~

q

~

~

H p ( μ d )  W ( μd )    max(0,  g j ( μd ))

min

j 1

~

~

W (μ d )   f /   (1   )  f / 
~

~

(21)

~

 f  max(| f p 1 (μ d )   f |,| f p 2 ( μd )   f |)
max[μ dL , μdk  δk ]  μd  min[ μdR , μdk  δk ]
~

where H p (μ d ) (termed as "approximate penalty function") is computed also based on the above approximate PMA
functions. And particle swarm optimization (PSO) will also be applied to work with Eq. (21) in this paper, since it
possesses a fine global convergence performance and has been widely used in an amount of literatures[18-19].
PSO makes use of a velocity vector to update the current position of each particle in the swarm, i.e.

vidk 1   vidk  c11 ( Pidk  xidk )  c2 2 (Gidk  xidk )

(22)

xidk 1  xidk  vidk
k

(23)

k

where vid and vid are respectively the dth velocity component and the dth location component of particle i at iteration
k 1

k. vid

k 1

and xid

k
id

iteration k+1. P

are respectively the dth velocity component and the dth location component of particle i at
k

is the dth dimension of the personal best location of particle i, and Gid is the dth dimension of
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the global best location of the whole swarm. c1 and c2 denote the cognition learning factor and the social learning
factor, respectively.

1

and

2

are random numbers drawn from a uniform distribution in [0, 1].

weight. As for the examples illustrated in this paper,



is inertia

 =0.7298, c1 = c2 =1.4962. For more information about the

PSO, readers please refer to Section 2.2 in [20].
Since Eq. (21) is the deterministic optimization and the actual model simulation is avoided, the computational effort
required by PSO is acceptable.
The side constraints for the design vector μ d in the approximate problems are changed at each design cycle in order
to protect the quality of the approximation between Eq. (12) and Eq. (21). Hence, the choice of the trust region
k

k

radius vector δ is the key step. The trust region method provides a strategy to adjust δ at each design cycle. At
the kth iterative step, a trust region criterion is applied to check the fidelity of the current approximation
optimization in Eq. (21), which is quantified by the approximate degree of the penalty function in this paper. Hence,
the trust index containing the information of the penalty function is defined as follows:
~

 k  ( H p (μ dk )  H p (μ*dk )) / ( H p (μ dk )  H p (μ*dk ))

(24)

k*

where μ d is the optimum for the kth approximation optimization problem in Eq. (21). In Eq. (24), the approximate
~

penalty function H p can be obtained by solving Eq. (21). And it also necessitates the computation of H p , which
denotes the actual value of the penalty function (termed as "actual penalty function") and is always unknown and
implicit for most of the complex engineering problems. In the following text, details of the determining process of
the actual penalty function will be given.

 k , the current trust region radius vector can be updated. If  k  0 , it signifies that the
k
k
approximation is bad and the trust region radius δ should be reduced. If   1 , it implies that a good
k
k
k*
k
k
approximation is made and the trust region radius δ should be increased when μ d  μ d  δ . If   1 , it
According to the value of

 k  1 , the trust region
k
radius vector should be unchanged, reduced, or expanded according to how close to 0 or 1  is. In general, there
also means that the approximation is bad, but the search direction is right. Finally, if 0 

are many trust region methods that can be used to adjust the trust region radius for sequential approximate
optimization[21]. They have shown good convergence properties and are frequently used in the area of structural
optimization. In this paper, the following updating procedure is adopted[11, 22], which has been proved to be
adequate in the context of the present study.

δ k 1  0.5δk , μk 1  μk if  k  0
d
d

k

1
k
k

1
k
δ  0.5δ , μ d  μd* if 0   k  0.25
 k 1
k
k 1
k*
k
δ  δ , μ d  μd if 0.25    0.75
 k 1
k
k 1
k*
k
k*
k
k
δ  2δ , μ d  μd if   0.75 and μd  μd  δ
 k 1
k
k 1
k*
k
k*
k
k
δ  δ , μ d  μd if   0.75 and μd  μd  δ

(25)

Generally, when finish each inner optimization in Eq. (21), the above trust index is computed in order to check
k

whether the design vector μ d and the trust region radius vector

δ k need be changed in the next inner iteration.

Figure 4 outlines the main sequential approximate strategy for the RBRDO. At each iterative step, the actual penalty
function H p (μ dk ) is computed first, whose computation process contains sample generation, actual simulation and
the gradient information gathering necessary for building the local explicit functions for the PMA functions, i.e. Eqs.
(16)- (18) in the subsequent step. After creating all of the local explicit PMA functions, then solve the sequential
k*

approximate RBRDO in Eq. (24), an optimal design vector μ d can be achieved for the current iterative step. After
that, the actual penalty function H p (μ dk ) should be computed. Consequently, the design vector and the trust region
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radius vector are updated according to the value of the trust index. This process will be repeated until the stopping
criterion is satisfied. In this paper, the maximum iterate number is employed as stopping criterion.
Fast method for determining the PMA function
Observed from Eq. (12), it necessitates the computation of the PMA functions, including

f p1 , f p2

and G j ( U *j ; μ d ) to compute the actual penalty function H p at the arbitrary design vector μ d . To quickly
determine the PMA functions, the conventional method is to construct the explicit surrogate models for the
performance functions in

Figure 4. The efficient sequential approximate strategy of RBRDO.
Eqs. (7)-( 8), respectively, with the help of limited samples. Then based on the surrogate models, solve the Eq. (7)
by the optimization algorithm. Finally, the MPP and the PMA value can be obtained. To solve complex engineering
problems, it’s of great importance to minimize the sampling size and the evaluation number of the actual simulation
model on the premise of ensuring the computation accuracy. This paper presents a fast PMA-function-computing
method based on the performance function reconstruction. The main idea of this method is as follows: firstly, create
the initial prediction model of the performance functions and predict approximate location of MPP by using Kriging
model fitting high efficient initial samples. Secondly, increase new samples around the MPP and reconstruct the
performance functions to improve the approximation precision of Kriging model at the MPP, so as to improve the
computation accuracy of the PMA functions at the MPP.
Initial choice of sampling points
High dimensional model representation (HDMR) is a general set of quantitative model assessment and analysis tools
for capturing the high dimensional relationships between sets of input and output model variables[23]. The samples
selected in this method greatly contribute to the improvement of the modeling precision. Therefore referring to the
above method, the proposed samples in U-space are:

( 1 ,  2 ,...,  i 1 , U i j ,  i 1 ,...,  N )
U i j  M  M / floor (M / 2) *( j  1) * i

(26)

N  m  n ; i  1 ~ N ; i and  i are mean and standard deviation of the random variable U i with respect
to random vector U at dimension i; j=1~M; the value of M is normally specified as 3,5,7 or 9. Floor() rounds the
where

element in the bracket to the nearest integer which is less than or equal to the element itself. As for the examples
illustrated in this paper, let M=3. In U-space, i  0 ,  i =1. Then the samples in original space can be derived
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1

from z  T ( U ) . Finally, compute the responses of the above samples by running the actual simulation model
and combine the samples and their responses as the initial sampling set.
Reconstruction of performance function based on Kriging model
Though HDMR can well approximate the performance function in a global sense, there are still big errors with its
prediction for arbitrary unknown local point, on the premise of limited sample points. In the application of this paper,
the accurate MPP can be obtained by increasing new sample points according to certain strategy to approximate the
surface of the performance function in the vicinity of the MPP. However, new samples and their response
information are unable to be integrated into HDMR for constructing the performance function. Here Kriging model
is adopted to fit the above initial sample set, so as to obtain a better overall prediction model and get the initial
position of MPP with the help of Eq. (8). Amore comprehensive study on the use of extrapolation is available in the
literature [24].Then compute the real response value of the performance function at MPP by actual model
simulation . After that, treat the MPP and its response as the new sample and add to the above initial sample set, and
repeatedly reconstruct the performance function based on Kriging model. Since Kriging model has an excellent
ability of local prediction in the vicinity of a given sample, this ability are repeatedly used for reconstruction and
approximating the surface of the performance function around MPP with the help of the new samples, which are
also around MPP. Meanwhile, the new derived samples can gradually approximate the MPP. The steps to achieve
above approach are as follows:
(1) Set t=0. Create the initial sample set Bt  {( 1 ,  2 ,..., i 1 , ui , i 1 ,...,  N )}
j

, i  1 ~ N , j  1 ~ M , and

compute the output response set Yt corresponding to Bt by the actual model simulation.
Combine the set

Bt

and

Yt

into

St

, namely

St  {Bt , Yt }

.
t

(2) Use Kriging model to fit above initial sample set S t to obtain prediction model K kri of the performance
function.
t

(3) Obtain MPP, namely u MPP based on the above prediction model combined with Eq. (8). Then compute the
response

of

the

performance

function

t
1
1
/ u
u tMPP  u tMPP
/ u tMPP
  1 , || K kri

u

1
u  utMPP

paper, take

at
u  utMPP

u tMPP

by

actual

model

simulation.

If

t>0

and

t 1
 K kri
/

||  2 ,then turn to step （6）, otherwise turn to step（4）. For the examples presented in the following

1 =0.01,  2 =0.001.
t

(4) Treat u MPP and its performance function response as a new sample and add to S t to obtain the new set St 1 .
Reconstruct the performance functions based on the new set St 1 to get a new prediction model K kri .
t 1

(5) Set t=t+1, repeat step（3）.
t

(6) Computation stops, and get the predicted value of the PMA function at u MPP .
The above approach for calculation of the actual PMA function is illustrated in Figure 5.
Note that the number of the initial samples is (M-1)*N+1. While for the number of reconstruction, it is quite small.
As shown by the illustrated examples in this paper, several times of reconstruction are sufficient. In other words,
based on the effective initial samples to explore the global space, the presented method can quickly converge to
predict the local desired MPP with a few extra samples. Hence, the presented method is quite efficient. Moreover,
k
the sampling size for the PMA function is acceptable and adaptive for each outer updating design vector μ d in
RBRDO. While for the other conventional method using sampling methods, such as Latin Hypercube Design,
Monte Carlo and so on, the choice of the sampling size is tricky. If the sampling size is too small, the constructed
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surrogate model will not be accurate. If too large, the overall computational resources will be costly. Hence, the
presented method well overcomes this problem.

Figure 5. Calculation of the PMA function at MPP.
By using the proposed method, the PMA functions including f p1 , f p2 and G j ( U j ; μ d ) can be fast computed at the
*

design vector μ d , based on which the actual penalty function H p

can be directly computed. It

is worth mentioning that the obtained penalty function is not really an actual one in a rigorous sense. In fact, it is
also an approximation. Because this approximation can be ensured to be precise enough, it is still called "actual
penalty function" to distinguish from the ”approximate penalty function”.
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
Application 1

Figure 6. Angle bracket design problem.
The design of a corner angle bracket is studied using the proposed method. The bracket is made of A36 steel with
Young’s modulus of 210 GPa and Poisson’s ratio of 0.27. The upper left pin hole is constrained (welded) around its
entire circumference and a tapered pressure load is applied to the bottom of the lower right-hand pin hole with the
magnitudes shown in Figure 6.The random factor considered mainly here is z  [ x1 , x2 , x3 ,  , E , Nu , P ] . All
variables are assumed to have Gaussian distributions, with the mean of the former four being the design variables.
The above concerned parameters are shown in Table. 1.
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Table 1. Input parameters for the angle bracket design problem.

Name

Mean Value

x1(mm）

 x1
x2
 x3

x2 (mm）
x3 (mm）
Density  (kg/m3)
Young’s Modulus E (GPa)
Poisson's ratio Nu
Pressure P (Mpa)

Range of the
variation (ξ)
±2

7.85×103
210
0.27
10

Standard
Deviation

Distribution
Type
Normal

±2

Normal

±2
±2.355×103
±63
±0.081
±3

Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal

ξ/3

In size optimization, the angle bracket shall ensure minimum displacement and at the same time ensure that the
maximum stress shall not be more than 250Mpa, namely:
Minimize the maximum displacement:

min d max ( d, X; μ d )
subject to:
stress constraint

g1 (d, X; μ d )  250   max ( d, X; μd )  0

(27)

100mm≤  x1 ≤180mm;80mm≤  x 2 ≤150mm;
30mm≤  x 3 ≤60mm
In the optimization process, the factors  ,  ,  ,  ,  and  are specified as 0.5, 0.015, 0.0029, 1000, 3 and 3,
respectively. The maximum iterate number is set to 8 for the sequential optimization process. The maximum
generations and the population size for PSO are specified as 100 and 10. The structure is modeled using the FEM.
The initial sampling size for the construction of each PMA function is 15 (=(3-1)×7+1). Table 2 shows the
optimization results. It can be found that at iteration number 8 a stationary optimal design solution is obtained, and
the corresponding penalty function converges to 0.0618. At this optimal design, the values of  f , f p1 and f p2 are
f

j

*k

k

0.0791, 0.0511and 0.1236, respectively, and the constraints are satisfied with both g1 ( z1 ; μ d ) greater than 0.
*k

k

Additionally, Table 3 indicates that the reconstruction of the PMA functions i.e. g1 ( z1 ; μ d ) is efficient, since
limited times of reconstruction are OK. The total number of the FEM evaluations is 649. If solving the application
by the conventional nesting optimization using PSO as the optimization operator, the computation is intensive. For
the outer PSO with 100 generations and 10 individuals per generation, a total of 1000 individuals are generated and
each individual represents a trial design vector. For each individual, the inner PSO will be called fourth to compute
4 PMA functions, and each call will need 1000 evaluations of the actual simulation models. Thus, the total
evaluation number of the actual objective function is 1000×1000×4 = 4×106. As a result, the ratio of the
computation cost between the two methods is 649 to 4×106. Thus using the presented method, the optimization
efficiency can be improved exponentially. The above convergence processes are provided in Figure 7. Obviously,
the presented method still has a high convergence speed.
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Figure 7. Iteration history of the angle bracket.
Table 2. Optimization results of the angle bracket (m).

Iteration
number k

Design vector
μ dk

Penalty
function
H p (μ dk )

1

(150,100,50)

9.42×107

2

(135,90,55)

3
4~6

The value of PMA functions at μ dk

f

f p1

f p2

g1 (z1*k ; μ dk )

0.4190

0.2638

0.6605

-94.16

2.13×107

0.2338

0.1509

0.3653

-21.27

(105,110,60)

0.0848

0.1083

0.0699

0.1695

69.64

(100,80,60)

0.0618

0.0791

0.0511

0.1236

83.12

Table 3. The number of the PMA function evaluations for the angle bracket.

Iteration
number k

the PMA function at
μ*k
d

the PMA function at μ dk
f p1

f p2

g1 (z1*k ; μ dk )

f p1

f p2

g1 (z1*k ; μ dk )

1

15+5

15+3

15+2

15+2

15+2

15+13

2

15+2

15+2

15+6

15+2

15+2

15+6

3

15+2

15+3

15+8

15+2

15+3

15+8

4~6

15+2

15+2

15+2

15+2

15+2

15+2

Application 2
An optimization of the piezoresistive pressure sensor is considered in this example. The sensor consists of a silicon
(Si) substrate which is etched to produce a membrane and is bonded to a glass substrate. A piezoresistive layer (PZT)
is applied onto the membrane near the edges to convert the mechanical stress into an electrical voltage. By
measuring the voltage on the piezo, the pressure applied to the membrane may be found. Figure 8 below shows a
schema of the pressure sensor.
Figure 9 shows the main size design of the pressure sensor . The random factor considered
is z  [ a, b, c, d , E , Nu , P ] . All variables in z are assumed to be normal and statistically independent. Here E, Nu
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and P are respectively Young modulus, Poisson's ratio and pressure. The design vector is the mean value of the
former four components in z , i.e. μ d  [  a , b , c ,  d ] .The above concerned parameters are shown in Table 4.

Figure 8. Schema of pressure sensor.

Figure 9. The main size of pressure sensor.
Table 4. Input parameters for the pressure sensor design problem.
Name

Mean Value

Range of the
variation (ξ)

a(m）

a

±0.1×10-3

Normal

b(m）

b

±0.002×10-3

Normal

c(m）

c

±0.02×10-3

Normal

d(m）

d

±0.05×10-3

Normal

Density

 (kg/m3)

2.34×103

Young’s Modulus
E (MPa)

1.689×1011

Poisson's ratio Nu
The pressure P
(Mpa)

±702

Standard
Deviation

ξ/3

Distribution Type

Normal

±5.067×1010

Normal

0.0624

±0.01872

Normal

0.05

±0.015

Normal

The objective of the design is to minimize the stress of the pressure sensor, which will simultaneously satisfy the
displacement and fundamental frequency constraints under given loads, namely: Minimize the maximum stress:
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min  max (d, X; μ d )
subject to:
displacement constraint

g1 (d, X; μ d )  0.03  d max ( d, X; μd )  0

(28)

fundamental frequency constraint

g 2 (d, X; μ d )  20000  ( d, X; μd )  0

0.5×10 m≤  a ≤2×10-3m; 0.01×10-3m≤ b ≤0.05×10-3m
0.1×10-3m≤  c ≤1×10-3m; 0.3×10-3m≤  d ≤0.8×10-3 m
-3

Table 5. Optimization results of the pressure sensor (m).
k

Iterati
on
numb
er k

Design vector
μdk (10-3)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9~15

(2.0,0.05,1.0,0.8)
(1.8,0.05,0.9,0.7975)
(1.8,0.05,0.9,0.7975)
(1.6,0.05,0.9975,0.7975)
(1.6,0.05,0.9975,0.7975)
(1.6,0.05,0.9975,0.7975)
(1.5,0.05,0.9988,0.7575)
(1.5,0.05,0.9988,0.7575)
(1.4,0.05,0.9988,0.7575)

The value of PMA functions at μ d

Penalty
function

f

H p (μdk )

37.55
30.37
30.37
23.95
30.37
30.37
21.24
21.24
18.70

55.88
44.99
44.99
35.48
35.48
35.48
31.37
31.37
27.52

f p1

f p2

38.43
30.85
30.85
24.33
24.33
24.33
21.47
21.47
18.79

75.10
60.74
60.74
47.90
47.90
47.90
42.48
42.48
37.40

g 2 ( z1*k ; μ dk ) g 2 ( z1*k ; μ dk )

0.0176
0.0248
0.0248
0.0267
0.0267
0.0267
0.0274
0.0274
0.0280

10243
7951
7951
4733
4733
4733
2616
2616
22.12

Figure 10. Iteration history of the pressure sensor design.
Table 6. The number of the PMA function evaluations for the pressure sensor.
Iteration
number
k

the PMA function at μdk

the PMA function at μ*k
d

f p1

f p2

g1 ( z1*k ; μ dk )

g 2 ( z1*k ; μ dk )

f p1

f p2

g1 ( z1*k ; μ dk )

g 2 ( z1*k ; μ dk )

1

17+2

17+2

17+3

17+3

17+2

17+2

17+2

17+2

2~15

17+2

17+2

17+2

17+2

17+2

17+2

17+2

17+2
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The device is modeled using an axisymmetric FE model (FEM). The evaluation number of FEM in the objective

function and constraints is concerned. The factors  ,  ,  ,  ,  and  are specified as 0.5, 1, 1, 1000, 3 and
3, respectively. The maximum iterate number is set to 15 for the sequential optimization process. For PSO, the
maximum generations and the population size are specified as 200 and 20. The initial sampling size for the
construction of each PMA function is 17 (=(3-1)×8+1). Table 5 shows the optimization results. It can be found that
at iteration number 9 a stationary optimal design solution is obtained, and the corresponding penalty function
f

converges to 18.7. At this optimal design, the values of

f

j

, f p1 and f p2 are 27.52, 18.79 and 37.40, respectively,

and the constraints are satisfied with both g1 ( z ; μ ) and g 2 ( z1*k ; μ dk ) greater than zero. Additionally, Table 6
indicates that the reconstruction for each PMA function, i.e. g1 ( z1*k ; μ dk ) and g 2 ( z1*k ; μ dk ) is of high efficiency, since
no more than 3 times of construction is required. The total number of the FEM evaluations is 2074. If solving the
application by the conventional nesting optimization using PSO as the optimization operator, the computation is
quite time-consuming. For the outer PSO with 200 generations and 20 individuals per generation, a total of 4000
individuals are generated and each individual represents a trial design vector. For each individual, the inner PSO
will be called fourth to compute 4 PMA functions, and each call will need 4000 evaluations of the actual simulation
models. Thus, the total evaluation number of the actual objective function is 4000×4000×4 = 6.4×107. As a result,
the ratio of the computation cost between the two methods is 2074 to 6.4×107. Thus using the presented method, the
optimization efficiency can be improved exponentially. The above convergence processes are provided in Figure 10.
Obviously, the present method still has a high convergence speed.
*k
1

k
d

CONCLUSION
The paper presents an improved formulation of the RBRDO, which can be conveniently solved by the RBRDO
algorithm based on high-efficient sequential approximate strategy. This new algorithm firstly transforms the
RBRDO problem into ASSOP. Then a fast method to calculate the PMA functions in ASSOP is further introduced
during the outer optimization process of solving ASSOP. Meanwhile, the trust region method is used to manage
such sequence of the approximation sub-optimization problems, whose solutions can gradually converge to original
ones. In the inner optimization, the PMAs in each sub-optimization problem are further expressed as the explicit
functions of design vectors, which make each sub-optimization problem deterministic and accelerate the
computation speed. Numerical examples show that the above method is quite efficient since it can effectively reduce
the computation number of the actual simulation model and the method itself is applicable to integrated into the
existing commercial software such as finite element software. It should be noticed that the presented method is
based on a precondition of low uncertainty level. For higher level, it needs further study. Fortunately, this
precondition can be commonly satisfied in practice as the uncertainty always fluctuates slightly in nominal value. In
general, the presented method is of great significance for reducing the actual model computation number in practical
engineering complex RBRDO problems and promoting the application of robust design methods.
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